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President 
Hey, Hawks my name is Bianca Valle. I would like to be SGA President 
because I am driven with the desire to be the voice for all students 
regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. It’s my 
chance to be a voice for the student body to make sure everyone has the 
best school year possible. I want to motivate our students, not just to 
participate in student activities but to step out their comfort zones and 
get involved in clubs, sports, and school events in general. Adding on, I 
propose to have resources in place, so they are prepared for life after 
high school and how it’s perfectly okay to not know what you want to do. 
It’s a goal for our students to consider school a safe and happy place. I 
aspire to be SGA President because I want students to be genuinely 

excited for school events, to feel happy knowing their ideas and needs are being met 
but also so they are informed and prepared for the future.  
 
 

The most important factor in maintaining a positive relationship 
between the student body, administration and other 
institutions of the school is to have someone to represent all of 
the student body’s unique aspects. My participation in a range 
of clubs, sports, and extracurriculars will provide the most 
diverse range of ideas from the student body that will lead to 
the best consensus of our class’s general interest in improving 
our school. By voting for me, Danay Romero, for SGA President, 
I will be able to provide such representation to relay the student 

body’s concerns and ideas onto administration and create change to provide 
students with an enjoyable school environment. My goal is to appeal to the general 
consensus regarding the quality of the school’s procedures and activities that are 
present and in place, as well as to make change in order to allow for us to have a 
senior year that we will all be able to enjoy, whether it be virtual or in person. Thank 
you for your consideration, and I look forward to the election! 

 


